Quality Check with DokuWiki for instant user feedback
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ABSTRACT

The present work describes a DokuWiki based solution to automatically analyze the structural quality of wiki pages by gathering and evaluating predefined metrics. By providing immediate quality feedback, users are educated and the overall quality of the wiki is increased.
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1. Quality Problems in Enterprise Wikis

With introducing wikis to the workplace, many users inexperienced in writing and structuring texts are made editors. Additionally with a growing number of pages and users, different ways of organizing and structuring the wiki arise. Both facts lead to various quality problems [1] in basically three categories.

First there are problems with page content itself. E.g. Content can be outdated, wrong, inaccurate or obsolete. Pages can also be too long to comprehend or too short to justify a own page.

Secondly problems with accessing the content can arise. Typical are missing overview pages, dead ends (pages with few or no outgoing links) and orphaned pages with no incoming links. Missing page titles fall into the same category.

The third category is interlinking problems. Link relations can be broken (e.g. links to missing or wrong pages) or related content might be scattered over different pages. Content redundancy with the same information on different pages is problematic as well.

This paper describes a DokuWiki based solution to check the wiki for these problems and provide users with quality feedback to support their writing process.

2. "Quality Check" Goals and Requirements

To help users with editing wiki pages, pages should be checked against certain rules automatically. These checks are to be done on a structural and statistical level. Judging the content itself remains to the users.

The automatic check should not enforce certain structures but merely guide users by providing immediate feedback.

As stated in the previous section, our approach focuses on direct user feedback. This influenced our selection of actually analyzed metrics.

Since feedback should be almost instant, we selected metrics that can be acquired without complex computations. We mainly chose metrics available from analyzing a single page, because these are the ones that can be directly influenced by editing the current page at hand. Finally, we had to choose metrics that deliver deterministic quality assessments without a need to comprehend the content of the page.

3. Possible Quality Quantifiers

To automatically detect quality problems in a wiki, certain metrics need to be examined and compared to reference criteria.

A large number of possible metrics to analyze the quality of wiki content were already proposed in previous work (i.e. [2], [3], [4]).

The algorithm and the result of the calculation of metrics can have a different complexity. They range from simple numbers and arithmetic operations (e.g. count of page editors) to complex, computed values (e.g. the level of collaboration in the wiki). Created in different contexts, these metrics can be useful for answering different quality questions.

The metrics can generally be computed by measurements in the following contexts:

- a single page itself
- the edit history of a page
- the link network between the various pages
- usage statistics
- data mining and content clustering

As stated in the previous section, our approach focuses on direct user feedback. This influenced our selection of actually analyzed metrics.

Our previous deliberations lead to the creation of the “QC DokuWiki plugin”. To analyze a page, the plugin implements a renderer. DokuWiki parses wiki syntax into a machine readable
intermediate state called “instructions”. Renderers then can convert these instructions to arbitrary output formats.

The QC plugin uses the render mechanism to analyze the page structure and stores the results for later utilization. Implementing a general renderer makes it possible for DokuWiki syntax plugins to feed additional Quality Check tests to the QC plugin. This makes the plugin easily adjustable to the special DokuWiki set-ups in different companies.

The various checks result in “problem scores”. Depending on how serious we consider a found problem to be, a different score is assigned. Some checks simply assign fixed scores, e.g. a missing first headline adds 5 points to the score. Other checks add a small number of problem points to the score on each occurrence. E.g. each invalidly nested headline will add an additional point.

The score of a check is the result of a comparison of a metric with a predefined value. For example, the “Too many Headlines” check compares the “headlines / text length ratio” with the chosen lower limit of 200 and assigns one problem point when the limit is not reached.

Comparison values and assigned scores were chosen based on personal experience and literature review. Values will be adjusted over time based on user feedback, evaluation and further research.

From the previously identified possible quality quantifiers, currently 18 different checks are implemented. Namely we check for the number of FIXMEs, if a main headline is present, for too many main headlines, incorrectly nested sections, too many horizontal rules, too many forced line breaks, deeply nested quotes, if the document has a single author only, for very small or very large documents, too many or too few headlines, missing wiki links, many links to non-existing pages, too much or long text formatting and missing backlinks.

A special case is FIXME. In DokuWiki, the string ‘FIXME’ creates a graphical symbol which can easily be spotted in the text. This mechanism is commonly used to indicate missing or wrong content at a certain point in a wiki page. This makes it an important mechanism to actually judge the content of a page. Each occurrence of a FIXME increases the problem score of the document.

As mentioned above, the problem score is indicated in an image on the assessed page. Additional to the score, the number of FIXMEs is displayed separately.

![Figure 1. Aggregated quality score](image1.png)

Clicking the image opens an info window. This window is populated through an AJAX request and shows some statistical data on the page and detailed explanations on what quality problems were identified and how they could be fixed.

Statistical data includes the following information:

- Creation date
- Last modification date
- The top five authors
- The number of edits the page received
- The number of characters in the page
- The number of words in the page

---

| Quality: | (15) FixMe! | (2) |

---

### 5. Future Work

The Quality Check plugin was developed as part of the ICKE 2.0 research project. Part of that project is a roll-out of the new DokuWiki-based collaboration platform, including the QC plugin to our three pilot user companies in late summer 2010. Parallel to the project roll-out, the plugin was released to the general public at the WikiCamp at CeBIT 2010.

For the prototype implementation, we selected relevant metrics from different areas (link check, text structure, text style etc.). Feedback provided by pilot users and interested public users will also be used to enhance and improve implemented tests and comparison values.
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